No: EDN-H (2) B (6)-1-18/2020-(Arts)
DIRECTORATE OF ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
H.P. LALPANI, Shimla-1
Dated Shimla-171001, the June, 2020

CORRIGENDUM

In continuation to this Directorate Office Order of even No. dated 18.6.2020, vide which the transfer orders of Smt. Shashi Pal, TGT (Arts) from GHS Sohal (BLP) to GSSS Bassi (BLP) on vice versa basis have been issued. Please read the name of school as GSSS Sohal (BLP) instead of GHS Sohal (BLP) at Sr.No. 6.

Endst. No. even dated Shimla-1, the
Copy forwarded for information and necessary action to the:-
1. The Dy. Director of Elementary Education, Bilaspur, Distt. Bilaspur, H.P.
2. The Principal, GSSS Sohal, Distt. Bilaspur, H.P.
3. The Nodal officer (IT) Internal.
4. Guard File.
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